Multiplexed protein detection using an affinity aptamer amplification assay.
Affinity probe capillary electrophoresis (APCE) is potentially one of the most versatile technologies for protein diagnostics, offering an excellent balance between robustness, analysis speed and sensitivity. Combining the immunosensing and separating strength of capillary electrophoresis with the signal enhancement power of nucleic acid amplification, aptamers can further push the analytical limits of APCE to offer ultrasensitive, multiplexed detection of protein biomarkers, even when differences in electrophoretic mobility between the different aptamer-target complexes are limited. It is demonstrated how, through careful selection of experimental parameters, simultaneous detection of picomolar levels of three target proteins can be achieved even with aptamers that were initially selected under very different conditions and further taking into account that the aptamers need to be modified to allow successful PCR amplification. Aptamer-enhanced APCE offers limits of detection that are orders of magnitude lower than those that can be achieved through traditional capillary electrophoresis-based immunosensing. With recent developments in aptamer selection that for the first time realise the promise of aptamers as easily accessible, high affinity recognition molecules, it can therefore be envisioned that aptamer-enhanced APCE on parallel microfluidic platforms can be the basis for a truly high-throughput multiplexed proteomics platform, rivalling genetic screening for the first time.